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A: I'm not sure why you want to scrape the date, but you can do it like this (I've adapted the query a little to make it
more performant): def get_element_by_id_name(xpath, element_id, namespace): query =
'//*[@id="{0}"]'.format(element_id) path = '//*[local-name()="{0}"]'.format(namespace) return xpath.find(path, query)
def extract_date(location): """ Extracts the date and returns two date objects: 'year','month' and 'day'. :param location:
the web page location :return: three date objects """ date_elt = get_element_by_id_name(location, '//div[contains(@id,
"Date")]//a[1]') if date_elt is not None: return date_elt.text.split(' ')[0], date_elt.text.split(' ')[1], date_elt.text.split(' ')[2]
return None, None, None def get_web_pages(url): try: return requests.get(url).text except: return None url = '' results =
{} doc = get_web_pages(url) if doc is not None: doc = doc.replace('\r', '').replace(' ', '').replace('\t', '') doc = doc.strip()
if doc!= '': soup = bs4.BeautifulSoup(doc, 'lxml') article = soup.select('article') if article is not None: d0c515b9f4
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service struggles to compete with private companies like FedEx and United Parcel Service. (AP Photo/Matthew O'Hare) The Trump administration’s proposed budget — which proposes deep cuts to several federal
departments and agencies — calls for a decrease of $5.6 billion in funding for the U.S. Postal Service, including a proposal to shut down hundreds of rural post offices, increase mail prices, end Saturday mail
delivery and, ultimately, privatize the agency. The Postal Service currently provides mail delivery and other services to 46 million Americans every day, and the budget proposal would cut mail deliveries by 14
million next year. The agency would also see annual losses of more than $6 billion by 2020. As The New York Times noted, the move is not unprecedented. The federal government — and, in fact, the Post Office
itself — have shut down post offices in the past, most notably in the 1950s as part of President Dwight Eisenhower’s post-war “New Deal” economic policy. The proposed budget change would do a bit more than
that, though. The agency’s workforce would be cut by about 15 percent; mail deliveries would be reduced to five days a week (which, when combined with Saturday mail delivery, would result in six-day mail
delivery) and a closure of 240 rural post offices would be proposed, cutting some of the agency’s 432,000 employees nationwide. Critics argue that the move would have severe consequences for rural
communities, and for numerous programs and services that the agency delivers to Americans each day. The AP notes, for example, that one in seven Americans relies on the Postal Service for health care; in other
words, Americans living in rural areas would be disproportionately affected by the budget proposal. The proposal also cites an ongoing decline in mail, as Americans increasingly use digital forms of communication.
As The Verge noted, however, these new forms of communication have still left the Postal Service with a shortfall, as they’ve grown to the point where they simply take too much of the Postal Service’s own
infrastructure. The Postal Service is, however, in fact still functioning
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com/manual-renault-espace-3-5/revue-technique-auto-renault-espace-3-5-manuels-des-idrcs-no-298537.htm?Your Blogging Staff Contributing to this blog: - "Dave" is Dave Barry, who is a humor columnist and
presidential contender. - "judi" is Judi Smith, who is Dave's Research Department, as well as being interested in men. - "Walter" is Walter, a bone from the penis of a walrus. Amy, Amy. Amy, Amy, Amy -- I miss my
Amy so, so much. You know that good, all-American beauty you loved so much? Sweetheart, the reason you loved her so much is that you married the perfect wife, dear. A real perfect one -- she cooked, cleaned,
worked, got up at 5:30 every morning and put the kids in the car, and did all the other things I just mentioned. And she also made a great couple's marriage fun, exciting, happy.... You know how couples can get?
Husband and wife starting to compete with each other -- for a job, for more money, for who can get a bigger truck, for who can eat more, for who can do more. The husband thinks, "Well, I won that argument -- and
I can win the next one!" and the wife thinks, "No, I've got the upper hand on you!" And then they start to compete between each other for the kids. Yeah, that's what happens. And the result is, they drive each
other crazy -- and in a few short years, they're driving each other so crazy that even a GOOD divorce is dangerous. Oh, I know, you've met the really GOOD divorces. You're still friends with the ex-husband and exwife, and they're going on and on about what an awesome time they had together. And they really do look good together.... but it's a very good divorce only because everybody knew they had to work together to
make it happen. You know they really did love each other. And there's one that's better, but it's still a GOOD divorce -- you know it's a GOOD divorce -- because you're a better person now than you were when you
started out. It's like, well,
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